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Obtaining and exchanging information takes on more emotional signifi-
cance. Communicating with long-distance associates and engaging in

business matters that you may only have a small understanding of just now, have sur-
prisingly positive results for you now. You may be able to bring a group together with
words or ideas. Your power of imagination is great at this time and is best applied in a
sales meeting or a presentation. These good vibrations continue after the workday is
over as you are constantly inspired by the creative endeavors of those around you.
You are in a festive mood this evening and desirous of having a good time with
friends and family. A good conversation with a difficult person is possible tonight.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Unsolved problems or mysteries may catch your attention today. You
could be the sleuth in your place of work and discover the truth behind a mystery that
has been puzzling many for some time. You are able to get at what is behind some
very puzzling situations. This could involve some success in getting people to pay their
bills or in getting a refund or in a payback of some sort. You can demonstrate great
understanding with others and you enjoy the responsibility of teaching and guiding
others. This could be anything from being a good tutor to translating information or
leading a tour. A young person enjoys your attention, particularly this afternoon.
Creating poetry or some form of art can be rewarding in more than one way.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You enjoy listening in on several conversations today of co-worker
friends that are eager for classroom activities this summer. They may be talking about
brushing up on some new techniques or learning about new equipment. You may
want to join the group in this learning endeavor and will be pleased to know that
your company will help you financially if the subject matter pertains to your work. In
order for the higher-ups to know you want to be promoted, talk about these new
things you can learn and express your desire to improve the company. You are
dependable and are a good team player; praise and rewards will be easy to find at
this time. This afternoon there is plenty of time to enjoy a fun celebration.

You could be in the limelight, especially with superiors or in relation to
your work. You may find that you enjoy your job or the responsibility it entails more
than usual. You are sensitive and in tune with others, perhaps listening at some length
to someone's particular ideas. Your intensity and passionate approach to life are obvi-
ous to all who meet you. You are driven to penetrate the trivial and get at the basics in
many situations. Perhaps you are selling a product to the public-this is a successful
time. Your conversation with prospective customers or regular customers is intriguing
and can lean toward many awards and opportunities to excel. Your health gets better
all during this year-keep it that way through structured exercise and smart eating.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Start looking for classes, books or lectures on how to organize your finan-
cial affairs because things are looking up and much of your success at this time will
hinge on organizational skills. The few challenges that you face for the rest of this year
are manageable. This can begin to be one of the happiest and most fulfilling times of
your life. You have an inner vision that is coupled with the ability to see the big picture of
situations. This will find you smoothing ruffled feathers, perhaps, many times. You will
be bringing two people together that have had difficulty in understanding each other
before today. This could include two co-workers or a higher-up and a co-worker. Your
playmate, or loved one, will enjoy planning a surprise for you this evening

You have clear vision today and can easily see the steps needed to
make good decisions. You are happy when in control and you enjoy managing any-
thing practical. You will excel in group activities now and it is easy for you to get your
ideas across to others. Not too emotional at this time, you appear objective, businesslike
and reliable. You may not trust those in authority just now and you must be careful with
your responses to superiors. Someone understands how you feel and is sympathetic to
your needs. You seem able to manipulate most every situation and bring it around to
good use. Your mind is ever on communication, how you present yourself and how the
results of your communication will impress others. The limelight is yours this evening.

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Everything may be pouring in at once today and it's all good news. Your
career direction gets some encouragement and life's problems find easy solutions.
You are inventive when it comes to self-analysis and self-care, food, diet, health, etc.
You can see new ways to make use of your position. An unconventional approach to
working for others, or with others, may require a special work situation for you. You
may benefit from someone in authority. You are a very forceful speaker and commu-
nicate with great enthusiasm. Words just flow out and carry an emotional impact that
brings them home to your listeners. You have no trouble putting your feelings into
words. You may have to exercise some control over your tongue.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You have career choices; the obvious path that is opening up for you
may grate against your own sense of freedom. Success and security at the expense of
originality may be too great a price to pay. Some middle road could be found. You may
find yourself more than a little materialistic and your current appreciation for just about
everything may lead you to overspend. You will make career gains by your ability to be
creative and to solve problems. Continued success on the career level may point to
your abandoning some of your own ideas of where you thought you would like to be
professionally. While success is important, your standards got you where you are. Try
for a good compromise. Being more involved with family is important now.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

This is a real time to concentrate on strengthening your career. You gain
insight into some new techniques and are not afraid to try them out dur-

ing your day. Your organizational abilities and sense of responsibility will be what
guides you and proves successful. Your career could assume a more determined form.
Changes you want to make or are making may be challenged, but a steady pace will be
the winning method. Think things through before making any quick decisions-there is
time. Your inner resources and emotions are accented. Expect a sense of support and
helpfulness from those around you-you will accomplish what you set out to achieve.
Tonight, you have lots of restless energy that can be channeled constructively.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

It seems you are on an uphill swing financially. You may discover many
ways in which to invest profitably. However, take care not to fall for some moneymak-
ing gimmick-check and recheck. There are some unbelievable deals out there. You
can block yourself from progress with the attitude of "to have" versus the experience,
"to be." your intuition is high today-listen before you leap. You may be friendly and
popular and find many people attracted to you at this time. Make sure you let others
know whether you are already involved with a loved one or not-there could be a mis-
understanding. Family and home-centered agendas are where you have your mind

focused this evening. This is a special time and you don't want to miss a moment.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You are ambitious, self-confident, honorable and generous in money
matters today. Your professional life goes along pretty well until you find

out about someone that is getting additional education in order to make more money.
You may try to do the same-there is certainly a lot of contemplation about boosting your
work status. Be careful that you do not overspend or indulge too much just now. You
could feel great support from those around you, and you could be feeling quite encour-
aged in your life. You are fond of your home life and will strive to create a harmonious
environment. Certainly, this is a good time to spend time with loved ones and family.
Family, home, relatives and real estate play an important part in your life this summer.

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

You may seem agreeable today but something has your mind whirling
within. You could be trying to understand a person or situation today in order to know
the truth of a matter. You may be investigating and psychoanalyzing much of this day.
You have a keen interest in metaphysics and intuitive insights. You could be on the right
track with your detective work, yet have no proof to back your feelings. The proof will
come soon-you must, for now, busy your mind with other things. Secrets, taboos and
mysteries appeal to a deep instinctive yearning. You feel a love of order and law and
appreciate responsibilities and duty. Your communicating skills are at a high just now.
Your timing is perfect and those around you find your company most enjoyable.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1616

ACROSS
1. A fluorocarbon with chlorine.
4. Raspberry native to eastern North America hav-

ing black thimble-shaped fruit.
12. An open box attached to a long pole handle.
15. Relating to or characteristic of or occurring in

the air.
16. A stony meteorite consisting of silicate miner-

als.
17. Any of various systems of units for measuring

electricity and magnetism.
18. Fiddler crabs.
19. An industrial city in central Japan on southern

Honshu.
20. Any of various hard resins from trees of the

family Dipterocarpaceae and of the genus
Agathis.

22. The lowest molding of an architectural base or
of a baseboard.

25. A member of a North American Indian people
living on the California coast near Monterey.

26. Any of various spiny trees or shrubs of the
genus Acacia.

27. (Judaism) Not conforming to dietary laws.
30. Containing salt.
35. Nut of any of several trees of the genus

Corylus.
39. United States writer and humorist best known

for his novels about Tom Sawyer and
Huckleberry Finn (1835-1910).

41. The compass point that is one point east
(clockwise) of due north.

44. Title for a civil or military leader (especially in
Turkey).

45. The law enforcement agency in the Justice
Department.

46. (Greek mythology) The Titan who was father
of Atlas and Epimetheus and Prometheus in
ancient mythology.

48. A member of the South American people liv-
ing in Argentina and Bolivia and Paraguay.

52. (Jungian psychology) The inner self (not the
external persona) that is in touch with the
unconscious.

53. Of or relating to the penis.
56. A severe or trying experience.
57. (South African) A camp defended by a circular

formation of wagons.
61. An ancient upright stone slab bearing mark-

ings.
64. Divulge information or secrets.
66. The basic unit of money in Western Samoa.
67. A city in northwestern Mexico near the

California border.
70. Central nervous system stimulant (trade name

Ritalin) used in the treatment of narcolepsy
in adults and attention deficit disorder in
children.

72. A reptile genus of Iguanidae.
73. A collection of excerpts from a literary work.
75. A sweetened beverage of diluted fruit juice.
76. A master's degree in theology.
77. A radio receiver that combines a locally gener-

ated frequency with the carrier frequency to
produce a supersonic signal that is demodu-
lated and amplified.

78. (meaning literally `born') Used to indicate the
maiden or family name of a married woman.

DOWN
1. Events that provide the generative force that is

the origin of something.
2. Large genus of tropical trees or shrubs or

climbers including fig trees.
3. Infestation of the pubic hair by crab lice.
4. Obvious and dull.
5. Property that is leased or rented out or let.
6. Lustrous gray.
7. The sound made by a pigeon v 1.
8. An electron tube used to generate or amplify

electromagnetic radiation in the microwave
region by velocity modulation.

9. An independent agency of the United States
government responsible for collecting and
coordinating intelligence and counterintelli-
gence activities abroad in the national inter-
est.

10. A highly unstable radioactive element (the
heaviest of the halogen series).

11. A tricycle (usually propelled by pedalling).
12. Relating to of containing or affecting blood.
13. Of or relating to Oman or its people.
14. Goddess of war.
21. A woman hired to suckle a child of someone

else.
23. Make difficult to perceive by sight.
24. The airforce of Great Britain.
28. An international organization of European

countries formed after World War II to reduce
trade barriers and increase cooperation
among its members.

29. A gradual decline (in size or strength or power
or number).

31. Primitive chlorophyll-containing mainly
aquatic eukaryotic organisms lacking true
stems and roots and leaves.

32. Acquire or gain knowledge or skills.
33. A colorless odorless gaseous element that

give a red glow in a vacuum tube.
34. Enclose or enfold completely with or as if with

a covering.
36. French filmmaker (1908-1982).
37. A white crystalline double sulfate of alu-

minum.
38. Flat tableland with steep edges.
40. A metallic element having four allotropic

forms.
42. (Akkadian) God of wisdom.
43. Kenyan statesman and the first president of

independent Kenya (1893-1978).
47. Large burrowing rodent of South and Central

America.
49. Garlic mayonnaise.
50. The capital and largest city of Venezuela.
51. (Christianity) The abode of Satan and the

forces of evil.
54. Open to change.
55. A widely distributed rock-forming feldspar.
58. A mountain peak in the Andes in Argentina

(21,654 feet high).
59. Leave or strike out, as of vowels.
60. (the feminine of raja) A Hindu princess or the

wife of a raja.
62. The 9th letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
63. A set of questions or exercises evaluating skill

or knowledge.
65. (of persons) Highest in rank or authority or

office.
68. (Babylonian) The sky god.
69. The upper side of the thighs of a seated per-

son.
71. Tastelessness by virtue of being cheap and

vulgar.
74. A trivalent metallic element of the rare earth
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